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Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) comprises of a diverse network of homogeneous and heterogeneous nodes
that can be accessed through network ubiquitously. In unattended environments, the IoT devices are prone to various
attacks including ballot-stuﬀing, bad-mouthing, self-promotion, on-off, opportunistic behavior attacks, etc. The on-off
attack is diﬀicult to detect as nodes switch their behavior from normal to malicious alternatively. A trust management
model is a tool to defend the IoT system against malicious activities and provide reliable data exchange. The majority
of existing IoT trust management techniques are based on static reward and punishment values in pursuit of trust
computation thereby allowing the misbehaving nodes to deliberately perform on-off attacks. Due to the static nature of
awarding scores, these schemes fail to identify malicious nodes in certain cases. In this paper, a dynamic and distributed
trust management scheme (DDTMS) is proposed where nodes can autonomously evaluate peer nodes’ behavior and
dynamically grant reward and penalty score. The proposed scheme successfully detects the on-off attack and isolates the
misbehaving nodes thereby classifying them into three distinct categories based on their severity levels i.e. low, mild,
and severe. Simulation-based performance evaluation shows improved performance of the proposed DDTMS against
other state-of-the-art schemes thereby requiring less time and fewer interactions for successfully identifying malevolent
behavior of compromised nodes.
Key words: Internet of Things, trust management, distributed trust management, on-off attacks, DDTMS

1. Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) [1] is the interconnection of homogeneous and heterogeneous physical objects
which are attached to the internet and can exchange data [2, 3]. With the advancements being made in
information and sensors technology, IoT is widely used in numerous applications, such as health care, defense
systems, home and industrial automation, supply chain, environmental system monitoring etc. [4, 5]. In IoT,
“things”, refer to any physical device, equipped with processing and communication modules thereby qualifying
to be considered as smart devices [6, 7]. These things referred as nodes from here onwards, are autonomous in
nature thereby collecting data from their surroundings through sensors and exchanging data with their peers
whenever required. The IoT nodes are comprised of limited resources i.e. energy, processing, communication
and computation capabilities. Therefore, such limitations create challenging issues in providing security and are
vulnerable to various types of attacks and risks. Security gets further crucial when the systems have to operate in
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unattended and hostile environments. The sensed data must be protected to ensure integrity and confidentiality.
The traditional internet-based security protocols can not be directly adapted in IoT domain due to heterogeneity
of devices as well as their stringent resources. In some cases, constrained nodes within the network usually need
the support of other nodes to complete a specific task. Although there are numerous issues that are associated
with the IoT implementation, however, Security is of prime importance due to the autonomous nature of this
technology. Trust plays a pivot role to secure a system which is comprised of multiple cooperating entities.
Trust computation is not a one-time job and a device may start misbehaving even after certain security and
privacy measures are in place. Therefore, the behavior of devices in a distributed environment need to be
monitored and analyzed on a continuous basis. Trust management offers such behavioral analysis of devices,
based on their past and current behavior, and/or recommendation [8]. It permits the coordination among
devices subject to qualifying the trust value. Therefore, an object must choose trustworthy partners to avoid
malevolent behavior [9, 10]. Trust management offer solutions to issues like identity management, enhanced
user privacy and information security. In a thing-based service-oriented architecture, three main actors interact
with each other directly namely service requester, service registry and a service provider [11]. As an example
of services; in an air pollution controller system, the services are hosted on various sensor nodes (devices): a
nitrous oxide (N2 O) sensor (sensor node 1), a carbon monoxide (CO) sensor (sensor node 2), sulphur dioxide
(SO2 ) sensor (sensor node 3) and a particle chemical composition (PM10 ) sensor (sensor node 4). The overall
purpose of such a multiservice IoT system would be sabotaged if some sensors start misbehaving in the form of
ballot-stuﬀing, bad-mouthing, self-promotion, on-off, opportunistic behavior attacks [12] etc.
In IoT, on-off attack is comprised of two states i.e. on-state and off-state. The attack state is considered
as on-state where the attacker stops providing requested service(s). In off-state, the node behaves like a normal
node offering all services requested. The attacker node switches between these two states in on-off attack. In this
regard, trust management plays key role of granting and revoking the trust score. Existing trust management
schemes can be categorized into two groups namely centralized and distributed. In the centralized approach,
trust information about nodes is stored on a central trust management server. Trust information is computed
on demand when a node requests, service is delivered to the node at that moment. Trust management server
is responsible to manage service request, evaluate service, and compute trust. Decision making is done on the
server side [13]. In a distributed approach, nodes autonomously evaluate the trust score of peers and maintains
trust tables comprising of node id, service list, and node trust of their neighbor nodes [14]. Trust information
is computed after each transaction, updated in the trust table and propagated to the neighbor nodes.
Several distributed trust management models have been proposed in the literature; however, most of
these contributions suffer from static reward and punishment strategy, thus allowing the malicious node(s) to
deliberately execute on-off attacks in certain scenarios without affecting node(s) trust value. As a result, the
on-off attacks carried out by malicious nodes remain undetected thereby badly affecting the operation of IoT
network. In this paper, a dynamic distributed trust management scheme (DDTMS) is proposed where nodes can
autonomously evaluate peer nodes’ behavior and dynamically grant reward and penalty scores. The proposed
scheme successfully detects the on-off attack and isolates the misbehaving nodes thereby classifying them into
three distinct categories based on their severity levels i.e. low, mild, and severe. Once the trust score of a node
reaches to severe category, the requesting node not only suspends its interaction with that malicious node but
also shares this information with its peers in order to help them in their trust adjustment. This strategy helps
in successfully identifying the on-off attack behavior of a malicious node in a variety of scenarios. Moreover,
the proposed DDTMS require fewer interactions in detecting the malevolent behavior of nodes.
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The rest of this paper is structured as follow: Section 2 provides an overview of existing trust management
schemes. Section 3 provides the explicit details of the proposed dynamic distributed trust scheme including
service request, service evaluation, trust computation and update. Section 4 demonstrates the simulation and
validation of proposed model. Performance of the proposed scheme is analyzed in Section 5. At the end, Section
6 reveals the conclusion and identification of future research directions of the proposed scheme.

2. Literature review
At the core of IoT is wireless sensor networks (WSNs) where tiny sensor devices equipped with computing and
communication modules sense their surrounding environments and cooperatively disseminate data for further
analysis. We provide a critical analysis of existing trust management work being proposed for WSN and IoT
in this section. Many of the existing contributions are based on centralized trust management whereas few
schemes are of distributed nature. In [13], the authors presented a multiservice and context-aware approach
based on a centralized approach that highlights the ability to discourage common attacks intended to aim the IoT
environment. A centralized trust management server is responsible to manage service requests, decision making,
and store nodes information. Authors identified nodes’ dynamic status and recommended various metrics for
the computation of nodes’ trust level including social cooperativeness of node, its community interest and the
difference in the indirect-interactions (recommendations). However, its weighting factor to compute trust using
various capabilities of the node and social cooperation is practically diﬀicult and thus identifying the malicious
node. In [14], a distributed static IoT trust management scheme is proposed to detect and mitigate on-off
attacks. The authors proposed a framework to discover the spiteful behavior of sensor nodes. It prevents
possible on-off attacks in a multiservice environment. Although it successfully detects on-off attack in certain
scenarios but due to its static reward and punishment strategy fails to identify malicious behavior in several
cases. CORE [15] is a general trust-based technique that aims to identify the selfish behavior of nodes. This
allows positive witnesses only to be broadcasted in the network. Therefore, it disregards the scenario where
nodes join together by broadcasting false-positive facts to improve reputation scores (ballot-stuﬀing attack) of
peer nodes. The reputation-based framework for sensor networks (RFSN) [16] is the earliest proposed trust
model for WSNs. It monitors communications between sensor nodes. It relies on the trustworthiness score
to defeat the ballot-stuﬀing attack of the observer node in order to weight in reports. However, this model
is unable to detect the on-off attack in addition to the malicious node. In [17], an agent-based trust model
is presented where the trustworthiness of every node in the network is evaluated by the mobile agents. It
recommends shifting of storage and heavy computational tasks to dedicated agents instead of constrained
nodes. Nonetheless, the computation of trustworthiness based on such a reputation model, it is problematic
to differentiate a malevolent node from an assisting node. In [18], the authors purposed a model of repeated
games to identify the malevolent nodes in the WSN. Trusted node predictability is done by game model and
collaborative filtering. Every node preserves a particular rating of its neighbor node and trust is judged based
on the rating. However, models based on game theory may not appropriate to determine entirely trust problems
in the WSNs. Authors in [19], proposed a fuzzy logic-based trust model for the wireless sensor network. This
model requires a well-defined and analytical scheme to define the context, trustors’ goal and trust aggregation
technique which takes the trustors’ attitude into account towards received opinions and an explicit scheme for
eﬀicient trust decision making. In [20], the authors proposed a redemption and trust management scheme which
can differentiate between malicious behaviors and temporary errors using the predictability trust to counter onoff attacks. However, if the overall behavior of the node is good then this model failed to identify the malicious
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node. Authors in [21] proposed an extended version of the distributed static trust management model in IoT.
Node’s trust value is calculated based on the direct observations and recommendations. In the direct interactions
scheme, a fixed score is granted for successful and failed transactions. This results in enabling the malicious
node to deliberately misbehave in certain cases and thus such behavior cannot be detected as malicious. In
[22], authors presented a distinctive trust management model namely HEXAGON which is based on the human
concept of trust within the computational algorithm. Trust is computed considering reputation, privacy, peer
recommendations, operational risk, operational cost, identity management, based on inference engine using fuzzy
logic. This trust management model is very application specific and cannot be directly used in a broad range
of applications. Moreover, this model does not consider any potential trust-related attack in such a critical and
sensitive health care IoT environment. In [23], the authors presented a generic IoT trust management model
considering certain quantitative and qualitative parameters. In this framework, trust computation is based
on statistical, probabilistic, machine learning and fuzzy logic models. The limitation of this model is that its
context is never taken into account and trust decision is done on single feedback. In [24], a multidimensional
fuzzy logic-based IoT trust-aware access control (TACIoT) model has been proposed. Authorization decisions
are based on nodes’ trust values considering the reputation, social relationships, quality of service and security
considerations. Nevertheless, decisions are limited to particular assumptions such as the identified ownership
and feedback accessibility. Also, the correctness of the trust quantification model is another issue. Authors
proposed a distributed trust scheme in [25], that selects feedback from a collaborating filtering approach based
on social contact and friendship using a Bayesian probability method. It focuses on the application of service
composition, scalable and adaptive trust management to assist integrated applications in service-oriented IoT
systems. Nevertheless, the major issue with this model is the irrelevance of trust score to the context as it focused
on user contentment practices. In [26], the authors proposed a trust model based on social similarity. Trust is
computed based on social similarity for indirect trust aggregation. Nonetheless, one of the major concerns of a
node’s trust with its peer node is based on their association, instead of a common reputation that is derived from
the node’s public belief. In [27], another trust management model has been proposed based on predictability
trust and a dynamic sliding window for the WSNs. The dynamic sliding window comprises good behavior and
bad behavior window to track node’s good and bad behavior respectively, which results in the prediction of
the node’s trust. Nevertheless, in the presence of more good past behaviors the overall trust computation is
definitely a challenge and thus detection of on-off attacks. In [28], a Dirichlet-based scheme of trust management
is proposed which focuses on the weighted sum of direct computed, past computed and indirectly computed trust
values. The calculation of direct trust is based on the ratio of successful interactions to uncertain interactions
while malevolent actions are considered double. In the case of more malicious transactions, the trust value of
the node is degraded by defining a precaution factor. Nevertheless, if such a strategy is used carelessly, this can
lead to the indictment of cooperating nodes causing random failures and also making the trust system more
vulnerable to bad-mouthing attacks. Authors proposed robust trust management distributed model for IoT in
[29]. Trust computation is based on direct observations and past recommendations. Devices can distribute the
evaluated trust to the peer devices. Moreover, trust evaluation is based on various trust attributes including
knowledge (integrity, feedback), experience (recommendation, competence) and reputation (reliability, honesty,
cooperation) evaluations. Nevertheless, trust in the accuracy and consideration of specific contexts are great
challenges. Also, certain trust-related attacks are even overlooked. In [30], a trust establishment scheme has
been proposed to defend against on-off attacks for WSNs based on the five components i.e. reward, lenient
penalty, severe penalty, misbehavior frequency, and sliding window. The authors considered trust values as
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the positive integer with a range from 0 to 10 and defined 5 as an initial trust value of each node. However,
with these positive values it is diﬀicult to distinguish reward and penalty scores. The estimation of trust value
comprises many parameters that are not defined including the threshold level. Also, misbehavior frequency
and sliding window components not even considered while computing reward and penalty. In [31], the authors
proposed a trust management scheme for the social internet of things using a clustering architecture that is
based on the similarity of interest. Each cluster is led by a trusted admin and comprises of numerous objects
having the similar interests with the assumption that every node within the cluster must transmit the trust value
of the other community members to the admin to update the previous trust values. Nevertheless, gathering a lot
of information can drain resources of a node since it needs higher computation capability, high communication
costs to transfer recommendations, and larger space to store the trust information.
In the existing IoT trust management schemes and frameworks, there is a limited opportunity for
forgiveness and recovery to the erroneous node(s). One major limitation is the fixed score awarded to compute
reward and punishment, which allows the misbehaving node to deliberately perform on-off attack(s) in certain
cases without affecting its trust value. The proposed model particularly addresses this issue, by awarding a
dynamic score for reward and punishment after every transaction according to the behavior of each node. Time
and number of interactions to detect malicious node is another limitation in the static models which took a long
time and plenty of interactions to identify malevolent behavior of a compromised node whereas the proposed
dynamic model eﬀiciently detects such behavior in significantly less time and fewer interactions.
3. Proposed dynamic distributed trust management scheme
Comprehensive detail of the proposed scheme is provided which makes use of a dynamic distributed trust
management scheme (DDTMS) to calculate the trust value of a node by computing reward and penalty scores
dynamically. Whenever a node provides requested services, its trust score increases whereas trust score decreases,
and the node is punished in case the node misbehaves and rejects the service(s) requested. The dynamic
distributed trust management system is divided into five phases: initial communication, service request, service
evaluation, trust computation, and finally trust update including trust dissemination. An overview of all these
five phases is given as follows: Initially, in the first phase network initialization is performed where nodes after
deployment exchange information with each other. This exchange of information is performed in the form of
single-hop broadcasts with peer nodes which not only helps in neighbor discovery but also populates entries in
their trust tables. The second phase describes the service request model. In the third phase, service response
is evaluated and assigned reward OR punishment values. In the computation phase, the node’s trust value is
computed based on reward and punishment score(s). Finally, the newest computed node’s trust value is updated
in the requester node’s trust table. Based on the node interaction with a malicious node, its behavior may fall
in either low, mild, or severe category. The process flow diagram of the proposed DDTMS is shown in Figure 1.
Phase 1: initial communication
In the first phase, each node announces its presence by sending packets to the peer node(s) belonging to the
same transmission range. With the help of these announcements, nodes discover their neighbors and get to know
about the services they provide. At this stage, default trust values of service provider nodes are also populated
in nodes trust table. Every node in the network offers multiple services. Since the nodes are dispersed randomly
across the network, therefore, a node may or may not have node(s) within its radio range. Every node creates
and maintains its own trust table which contains information about the neighbor node(s) i.e. node id, service
800
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Figure 1: Process flow diagram of the proposed dynamic distributed trust management scheme (DDTMS).
list, and trust value. The trust table of each node is formulated in this phase. The information of each neighbor
which is in the same radio transmission range is filled in the trust table. At a particular time, each node either
provides a service(s) to OR requests a service from the neighbor node(s). In the beginning, the initial trust
value of each node is set to 0 assuming they are unknown initially. Then only by communication and interaction
with peer nodes, trust value will be updated to establish their trust status for subsequent data exchange.
Phase 2: service request
In the distributed model, every node is autonomous in making the decision of service request, awarding a good
node and punishing a misbehaving node. Since this is a multiservice context, therefore, various nodes in the
network can provide different services. As mentioned in the first phase that the trust table contains information
about the neighbor node(s) including the node id, trust value, and service list. In this phase, the requester node
first decides and selects which service to request then it examines which of its neighbor node provides the same
service. To avail a particular service, a node randomly selects any of its neighbor providing that service from
its trust table. As soon as the requester node selects its provider node then it sends the service request to the
same node.
Phase 3: service evaluation
In the service evaluation phase, service is evaluated based on the response value. Once the request is sent, the
requester node waits for a response for a specified round-trip-time (RTT). This waiting time (RTT) is between
500 ms (0.5 s) and 1000 ms (1 s) on average. If the provider node provides service within specified response time,
then it is considered a successful service and granted reward score. On the other hand, if the provider node does
not provide service within time, then it is considered the failed request and is penalized with a penalty score.
To counter long waiting times caused by network delays the RTT time for a malicious node is considered double
of that of a cooperating node. After each transaction, a response value is assigned to the provider node by the
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requester node, depending upon the success or failure of the transaction. Each service has dynamic reward and
penalty score which is assigned to the provider node according to its behavior. In the proposed DDTMS model,
following weight criteria is used for service evaluation as described in the Table 1.
Table 1: Weight system for service evaluation.
Caption
Reward
Punishment

Parameter
Note value
Reward score
Note value
Penalty score

Weight

Service weight

Trust computation

Node trust value

Mathematical equation
Nj = Rs ∗ Ws
Rs = 1 ∗ ST /T T
Nj = P s ∗ Ws
Ps
=
−Log 10 (2 ∗
(F T /T T + OnOf f ) ∗
F R) where F R ̸= 0
Ws
=
Sj ∗
σ where 0 < σ < 1
T
=
∑np
Nj where − 1 <
Tnp < 1

Equation no.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

Where the note value Nj assigned to a provider node by a requester node is based on whether the
requested service Sj is granted or rejected. Rs is the rewarded score, ST is successful transaction, FT is failed
transaction and TT is total transactions. In order to counter accidental service rejection caused by network
issues, the proposed DDTMS makes use of Failed Repeated (FR) value i.e. if the last transaction is failed then
another consecutive failed transaction would be considered as failed repeated. On-off is a counter value i.e. if
transaction switches from successful to failed transaction each time, then this value is incremented. The Sj is
a value allocated to a particular service. The weight Ws is assigned to every service. An adjust factor σ is a
value which fluctuates between 0 and 1. If its value is higher the trust value also converges rapidly.
In the network, each service is valued according to its relative importance and therefore its value can be
fine tuned as per the application environment. For instance, the service (S1) hosted to nitrogen dioxide sensor
node has higher value S1 = 0.15 in that context whereas the same service (S1) hosted on some other node has
low value S1 = 0.05 in a different context.

Phase 4: trust computation
In the this phase, the trust value of each node is particularly computed based on its reward and punishment
value(s). These values are awarded according to the node’s behavior after every transaction. Therefore, with
these values, the final trust value (Tnp )is computed by requester node p of the provider node n, using the
weighted sum system. Final trust value of the node is outlined as equation (6) in Table 1. Where Tnp is the
final Trust value of a particular node. The trust value of every node ranges from –1 to 1. The lowest value of
the trust (also known as distrust) is –1, which any node can attain in trust table while 1 is the highest score of
trust i.e. maximum trust of a node.
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Algorithm 1 Dynamic trust computation.
Require: TransactionsHistory
Ensure: nodeTrust
Initialization
ST = 0 , Rs = 0 , σ = 1 , W s = Si ∗ σ , T T = 1
nodeT rust = 0 , F T = 0 , F R = 0
Let Node s(Requester) requests Node t(Provider) for Service Si
Evaluate the Response from Requester
if response == true then Calculate Reward
procedure CalculateReward
ST = ST + 1
Rs = 1 ∗ ST /T T
Reward(N j) = Rs ∗ W s
lastInteraction = true
end procedure
else
Calculate Punishment
procedure CalculatePunishment
FT = FT + 1
T T = F T + ST
OnOf f = OnOf f + 1
if lastInteraction == f alse then
FR = FR + 1
end if
if F R <> 0 then
P s = −Log 10 ((2 ∗ (F T /T T + OnOf f ) ∗ F R)
else
P s = −Log 10 ((2 ∗ (F T /T T + OnOf f ))
end if
P unishment(N j) = P s ∗ W s
lastInteraction = f alse
end procedure
end if
Calculate Trust
procedure CalculateTrust
nodeT rust = Reward(N j) + P unishment(N j)
if nodeT rust < 0AN DnodeT rust > −0.33 then
nodeT rustCategory = low
else
P s = −Log 10 ((2 ∗ (F T /T T + OnOf f ))
end if
end procedure
Return nodeT rust

In the proposed model, a node’s trust category is attributed low if its trust value falls in between 0 and
–0.33; mild if in range –0.34 to –0.66 and severe if from –0.67 to –1. Sometimes, requested services may be
rejected due to some intermittent network issues therefore, a node may not be penalized immediately rather
giving the flexibility to regain its trust and falls in low category to observe further behavior. In case the selected
node further rejects more requested services then it lies in the mild category and needs several successful
transactions to achieve positive trust among peer nodes in the network, unlike the low category. However, if
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such a node provides some of the requested services but also continues to reject services alternately then it must
be penalized for such selfish behavior. Repeated service rejection can result in the severe category and nodes
stop communicating with such nodes.
Whenever a requester node n requests any service Sj from a provider node p, and provider node p
successfully offers requested service to the requester, then accordingly it is rewarded by requester node n. This
reward results in an increase in the provider’s trust value depending on requested service i.e. S1, S2, or S3. The
provider node p trust value increases as per the aforementioned system of weights. Similarly, any misbehaving
node that does not offer the services requested, are punished by the requester node n accordingly. In this case,
the trust score of the node reduces every time it does not offer the requested service. Therefore, due to repeated
failure of providing requested services, trust value highly decreases. Such behavior of the node is considered
as malevolent and is penalized with a dynamic penalty score. In the proposed model, the suspicious behavior
is articulated in negative value; a trust score closer to –1 denotes a higher distrust of the node while the trust
value closer to 1, depicts the node is more trustworthy for providing the announced services.
Algorithm 2 Identify and disseminate malicious node(s) information.
Require: NeighborList
Ensure: Disseminate Malicious Node Information
Let NeighborList is the list of neighbor nodes of Nodei
if nodeT rust < 0 and nodeT rust ≥ −0.33 then
nodeT rustCategory = low
else if nodeT rust < −0.33 and nodeT rust ≥ −0.67 then
nodeT rustCategory = mild
else if nodeT rust < −0.67 then
nodeT rustCategory = severe
end if
procedure CreateMaliciousList( N eighborList )
createM aliciousList
for i ← 1 to N eighborList(Size) do
N odei ← N eighbours
if N odei .nodeT rustCategory == severe then
addtoM aliciousList
end if
end for
end procedure
procedure DisseminateMaliciousNodeInformation( T rustedList , M aliciousList )
for i ← 1 to T rustedList(Size) do
addT rustedListi to M ulticastAddressList
end for
SendM aliciousList to M ulticastAddressList
end procedure

Phase 5: trust update
Once the trust value of a node is computed in the aforementioned phase, then the next job is to update this
trust value in the trust table of the requester node. The newest trust value of the node is available in the
trust table on completion of each transaction, irrespective of a negative or a positive value. After the trust
value update in the trust table, if the latest trust value is positive score (near to 1) then node is considered as
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cooperating node. On the other hand, if the updated trust value falls in mild category, then the requester node
suspends all its future interactions with that particular service provider node. Furthermore, if the trust value of
a node significantly downgrades and gets to the severe category, then requester node not only suspends its future
correspondence with it but also shares such information with its peer nodes (except the identified malicious
node). In case a node receives malicious behavior notification from peer node, it increments the failed repeated
(FR) value for that particular node. The aforementioned procedure of trust computation is summarized in
Algorithm 1. After identifying malicious behavior of a certain node, the requester node shares malicious node’s
status with its neighbor nodes (except the identified malicious node) using Algorithm 2.

4. Experiments, simulation, and reaction
To evaluate the performance of our proposed model, a net-based simulation tool has been developed and the
main dashboard of this simulation tool is illustrated in Figure 2.

Total Nodes in the Network

Screen Capture

Trust Model Selection
Network Conﬁguration

Network Initialization
Service Request
Service Evaluation
Network Operations Logs
Trust Computation
List of Identiﬁed Malicious Node(s)
Individual Node Information

Figure 2: Main dashboard of the distributed trust management simulator for IoT.

This tool is useful to form a distributed network, randomly send a service request, evaluate service
and calculate dynamic trust value based on the proposed algorithm. An integrated log facility provides all
transactions statistics during simulation. Following two scenarios are implemented for on-off attack (OOA).
Malicious node(s) provides and stops requested services alternately in on-off attack, exhibiting inconsistent
behavior. This behavior needs to be investigated and identified so that nodes refrain from interacting with such
nodes in future.
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4.1. Scenario-I
To analyze the proposed algorithm, an IoT network is created consisting of 15 nodes. All nodes are deployed
randomly across the network as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Nodes after deployment in scenario-I.
Moreover, in this network initialization stage, trust table of each node is also created which includes
information like neighbor node id, service list, and corresponding trust values.
Considering trust value range between –1 and 1, initial trust value of a node is set to 0 (neither malicious
nor trustworthy). Every node sends a random service request to any of its neighbor node from its trust table.
The request interval is specified in the preferences. The deployed nodes in the network offer multiple services
namely S1, S2, and S3 with 0.1, 0.05, and 0.02 values respectively. In the simulation, the execution of on-off
attack by certain node(s) is demonstrated with the help of following scenario.
As shown in Figure 4, there are five nodes i.e. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 in neighborhood of node 4. In this case,
node 4 requests different services from its neighbors in a random manner. Network log shows request time,
request id, requester node id, and provider node id. After every service request, the requester node waits for
specified round trip time (RTT) for service response by the provider. Based on failed or successful transaction,
punishment or reward score is granted to the provider node in trust table. All neighbor nodes except node 8
offer requested services to node 4. Node 8 did not provide service requests most of the times. Due to this higher
rejection, it is punished and gained a higher penalty score during the evaluation of service. Such of its behavior
is considered as inconsistent. After getting a response from requester node(s), service reward or penalty score
is calculated, then, service reward and punishment value (Nj) is evaluated based on reward or penalty score
during service evaluation. Similarly, service evaluation is done for all nodes in the network.
Finally, the trust value of all nodes is computed based on their reward and punishment values. As the
node 1 and node 8 has a higher penalty score, therefore, attained negative trust value. Simulation tool detected
node 1 and node 8 as malicious nodes and marked red to depict malicious node in the network. Figure 5 shows
the detected malicious node in the network.
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Figure 4: Demonstration of service request by node 4 to its neighbor nodes.

Figure 5: Trust computation and demonstration of malicious nodes (highlighted) detection using DDTMS.

The graph of identified malicious nodes i.e. node 1 and node 8 is shown in Figure 6. It depicts the
negative trust values of both nodes gained after a various number of transactions. It can be seen that both
nodes penalized with maximum distrust values (–1) in a short time. Node 1 gained distrust score after 10
transactions while node 8 gained its maximum distrust value i.e. –0.85 after 13 transactions.
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Figure 6: Trust values of malicious nodes 1 and 8 after different transactions.
4.2. Scenario-II
In the second scenario, another network consisting of 25 randomly deployed nodes is created as shown in Figure
7. Node 8 has total of 9 neighbors i.e. node 6, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, 21, 23, and 24 as shown in Figure 8. The
selected node 8 is sending a random request to all of its neighbors one after another.

Figure 7: Nodes after deployment in scenario-II.
After every service request, node 8 waits for specified round trip time (RTT) for service response by the
provider. It assigns a response value to each requested node for the type of service accordingly. Total 6 nodes
out of 25 nodes identified as malicious in this scenario. The selected node 8 has detected 2 of its neighbors as
malicious nodes while 7 honest nodes as shown in Figure 9. The trust value of each neighbor node is updated in
the trust table of node 8. Similarly, other nodes also update the trust values of their neighbors after the trust
score is computed. All malicious nodes are marked red and listed in the malicious node list. In the graph of all
6 malicious nodes, the assigned trust values by the simulation tool can be seen in Figure 10. Malevolent nodes
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Figure 8: Demonstration of service request by node 8 to its neighbor nodes.

Figure 9: Demonstration of malicious nodes detection (highlighted) using DDTMS.

are penalized with maximum distrust values according to their behavior in various transactions.
Finally, a network comprising of 50 randomly deployed nodes is created and similar operations performed
as in the aforementioned 2 scenarios. In this case, a total of 14 nodes out of 50 nodes are identified as malicious
nodes as seen in the Figure 11. Node 1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 24, 25, 26, 32, 34, 35, 38, and 39 are identified as malevolent
nodes.
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Figure 10: Trust values of identified multiple malicious nodes after different transactions.

Figure 11: Demonstration of 14 malicious nodes detection (highlighted) out of 50 deployed nodes using
DDTMS.
4.3. Reactions against attacks
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed Dynamic Distributed Trust Management scheme; its
conduct towards On-Off attack is evaluated, that can occur in trust management systems.
4.3.1. On-off attack (OOA) protection
Simulation results in the aforementioned executed scenarios explicitly demonstrate the protection against on-off
attacks by the proposed dynamic model. In the first scenario, 2 nodes are detected as malicious out of 15
nodes while 6 nodes out of 25 nodes in the second scenario and likewise 14 nodes out of 50 nodes in final
case are identified as malicious nodes. Once the malicious node(s) are identified, then a multicast message is
sent to all other cooperating neighbors to notify about the misbehaving node. Algorithm 2 is implemented in
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the simulation tool to identify and disseminate malicious nodes information using multicast mechanism. The
behavior of the model against on-off attack remains the same for different scenarios.
5. Performance analysis and validation
The performance of the proposed model can be examined by looking into various factors i.e. trust growth,
trust decrease, and trust growth after decrease. Finally, the proposed model performance is compared with an
existing relevant scheme from literature to evaluate its effectiveness and eﬀiciency.
5.1. Dynamic trust adaptation
A node is awarded Reward as long as it successfully provides requested services to neighbor node(s). Higher
reward score results in an increase in the trust value. The trust growth depends upon the frequency of
interactions with peer nodes and may take a bit long time in gaining the maximum trust. Moreover, the
trust value of a node dropped in case of on-off attack where malicious node selectively rejects offering services
to neighbor node(s). However, a node may not be considered malicious immediately on account of rejection of
service request once or twice but rather in such case, its trust value will be decreased. Furthermore, in case
of consistent rejection of requested service, its trust value may finally be dropped to maximum distrust value
ranging from –0.67 to –1 and classifies as severe category. A node may regain its trust if it starts cooperation
in providing services to the peer nodes. This is applicable only in the case, when its trust category has not yet
reached to severe. However, when a node is declared as of severe trust category, then the requesting node will
give up all its future interactions with such malicious nodes. Figure 12 shows trust growth after decrease for
three different nodes having low, mild and severe trust categories respectively. Even the low and mild category
nodes, will go through large number of interactions to achieve positive trust value. This is because, nodes
declared as low or mild category are awarded lower scores once they start cooperating again with the peer
nodes.
1
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Figure 12: Dynamic trust adaption in terms of low, mild, and severe categories.

5.2. Trust comparison
In the trust comparison, three cases are discussed, in which the proposed trust management scheme is compared
with an existing trust management scheme [14]. In the first case, random patterns of successful and failed
transactions are followed during simulation time using both trust management schemes. Figure 13 shows trust
values of two malicious nodes at different instants of time during simulation. As benchmarks, we count the
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Figure 13: Trust comparison for random pattern of failed/successful transactions.

number of evolved transactions when the trust value reaches to –0.2, –0.45, and –0.67 (low, mild, and severe
category, respectively) since simulation begins. Using the proposed DDTMS, it only requires 17, 45, and 91
transactions to acquire trust score of -0.2, -0.45, and -0.67 whereas the existing trust management scheme [14]
reaches to similar trust values at transaction number 39, 69, and 117. Thus, the proposed DDTMS requires
considerably less time in identifying malicious behavior of nodes compared to existing scheme.
The second case describes the comparison of both models considering a fixed pattern of successful and
failed transactions to analyze the behavior of a node. In this case, the first 3 transactions are failed and the next
7 transactions are successful and this pattern of failed vs. successful (3:7) transactions is followed for the entire
75 transactions. The distribution of successful and failed interactions between a pair of nodes is given in Table
2. On top of the transaction’s row, the total number of transactions is shown. Following total transactions,
the left column indicates successful (S) while the right column represents failed (F) transactions out of total
transactions in each column. The proposed model rewards lower trust scores for positive interactions while
penalizes more for repeated failed transactions. Nevertheless, due to a higher number of successful transactions
(7), the static trust model rewards more positive trust values while penalized less even after repeated failed
transactions (3) and failed to detect such a malicious behavior. Over the course of 75 transactions, the proposed
model concludes the behavior of the node as malicious thereby assigning –0.86 trust value whereas the static
model is unable to detect malevolent behavior thereby awarding a positive trust value of 0.3 as illustrated in
Figure 14.
Table 2: Comparison of trust values after various successful/failed transactions-I.

Transactions
Static trust
Dynamic trust

10
S F
7 3
0.10
0.25

20
S
F
14 06
0.20
0.39

30
S
F
21 09
0.30
0.40

40
S
F
28 12
0.40
0.32

50
S
F
35 15
0.50
0.18

60
S
F
42 18
0.60
–0.01

70
S
F
49 21
0.70
–0.24

75
S
F
51 24
0.30
–0.86

In the third case, the first 2 transactions are successful while 3rd transaction is a failed one (2:1) as
shown in Table 3, unlike the first case. The static trust model rewards positive trust value one for each of
2 successful transactions and penalized twice negative value for the third failed transaction thereby resulting
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Table 3: Comparison of trust values after various successful/failed transactions-II.

Transactions

Tru s t Va lu e

Static trust
Dynamic trust

10
S F
7 3
0.05
0.17

20
S
F
14 06
0.10
0.18

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1
-1.2

30
S
F
20 10
0.00
–0.04

40
S
F
27 13
0.05
–0.17

50
S
F
34 16
0.10
–0.32

60
S
F
40 20
0.00
–0.68

70
S
F
47 23
0.05
–0.68

75
S
F
50 25
0.00
–0.68

Static TMS [14]
DDTMS
1

6

11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76
No. of Transactions

Figure 14: Trust comparison in case of fixed pattern i.e. 3:7 failed and successful transactions.
in 0 (same as the initial trust value) for this pattern. This behavior continues for the entire 75 transactions,

Tru s t Valu e

which indicates the failure of the static model for this scenario in identifying malicious behavior. However,
the proposed DDTMS successfully evaluates the aforesaid inconsistent pattern of the transactions by assigning
negative trust values i.e. –0.17, –0.32, and –0.68 accordingly due to repeated failed transactions. Once the trust
value reaches the severe category then it stops further communication as the –0.68 trust value remains the same
for the remaining 15 transactions, as depicted in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Trust comparison in case of fixed pattern i.e. 2:1 successful and failed transactions.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, a dynamic distributed trust management scheme (DDTMS) is proposed with major focus on
identifying and mitigating on-off attacks (OOA) in the IoT. The proposed model evaluates the node’s behavior
with regards to providing or rejecting the requested services thus computing dynamic trust value of peer nodes in
the network. DDTMS dynamically adjusts the reward scores depending upon to which category the node’s trust
level belongs to thereby making it diﬀicult for misbehaving nodes to easily change their status from negative to
positive. Moreover, once a one is identified as malicious on account of reaching to severe category, the requesting
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node not only stops its future interactions with it but also informs other neighboring nodes. Demonstrated by
simulation results, the proposed dynamic trust model successfully identifies the on-off attack of a malicious node
in significantly less time thereby requiring fewer interactions compared to existing trust management scheme.
Part of the future work, we intend to incorporate measures for countering other attacks like ballot-stuﬀing, and
bad-mouthing in our methodology. Moreover, in addition to direct observation, we plan to include reputations
from peer nodes in dynamically computing the trust value which is vital in countering various types of attacks
in IoT environment.
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